Cancer, managed care, and therapeutic research: an ethicist's view.
The question of whether HMOs should pay for therapeutic oncological research is an important moral question. Simply declaring that a protocol is experimental does not imply that an HMO has no obligation to underwrite the care. On the other hand, the "technological imperative", which states that care should be delivered simply because it is new and technologically advanced is also a false moral premise. HMOs and clinical investigators must both acknowledge that they have competing moral obligations that are sometimes in conflict. They should also accept the formal principle of justice that similars should be treated similarly. If the competing obligations are carefully ranked, it is possible to craft a proposal that meets the criterion of formal justice and simultaneously satisfies all the competing moral obligations. It is suggested that such a proposal would include payment by the HMO for a fraction of care proportionate to the therapeutic motive of the treatment, but that HMOs would also contribute to an all-payer pool to help support therapeutic research. If this, or similar proposals are not considered, the issue will be settled in the courts in a manner that will be detrimental to the nation as a whole.